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Have you noticed? That sense of urgency in the air, a need
to catch up on and savor all those lost moments of 202O, in
the hope of salvaging something we can treasure as the year
draws to a close. But let’s slow down and take stock. Daunting
and frustrating as the past 10 months may have been, we
have collectively learned so much, we have come to terms
with a new reality, and found pleasure in the simpler things
of life. Let’s make the penultimate month of 2020 a fitting
step towards a positive, joyful new year.
As we bring you our annual November men’s issue, let’s also
take a moment to thank the men who are there for us each
day. Fathers, brothers, sons, husbands, colleagues and friends.
Yes, and the unknown and often barely acknowledged men
who pass through the routine of our lives, as they too mean
the world to somebody. Thanks guys!
Of course, we couldn’t miss out on cramming this issue with
some unmissable reads. Meet a host of men who truly bring
their talents to the table, both literally and metaphorically,
adding value to our lives. Amp up your style with our wish
list of men’s accessories, and get an important dose of glam
with our fashion spread of the GFF 2020 Red Carpet. We bring
you three one-on-one interviews with stars who feature in
the hottest film releases hitting cinemas right now, a must
read to whet your appetites for some great entertainment.
For daily content and updates, follow us online and turn on
notifications for @cairopulse and @cairowestpublications.
Be gentle with yourself, and those around you!
See you in December!

Mona
Zaki
INTERVIEW

is Back with a Bang in The
Black Box

Screen star Mona
Zaki is back this
fall with the actionpacked thriller The
Black Box. In an
exclusive interview
Zaki shares some
insights about the
much-anticipated
film and about
one of the hardest
scenes she’s had to
do.
CW: What were some of the most demanding scenes
you’ve had to do in this thriller-action flick?
MZ: Action-packed movies can be very demanding on
actors, most scenes were hard but I guess the most difficult
one was towards the end, with four actors including myself,
Farrag, Mostafa and a guest actor that I can’t reveal. There
were a lot of emotional scenes as well that were pretty hard
for me.

How does it feel for you to return to cinema after a long
time?
I feel blessed to go back to cinema after staying away for a
few years and I’m very grateful.
Do you think thrillers are something you would like to
do again?
Of course I’d like to do thrillers again. I like to do different
genres but my favorite is romantic comedy.
How do you think the audience will react to the film?
I think people in general have become more cautious since
the revolution, locking their doors and being wary of breakins, so I think people will relate to the film in that way. They
will feel for and be touched by some of the characters in
the movie.

In your normal life, do you usually get scared of horror/
thriller movies?
Well, I don’t get scared of horror or thriller movies but I do
get very tense when I watch one and sometimes I can’t
sleep as a result.
Is there a particular movie genre that you still fancy
playing a part in?
My favorite genre is still romantic comedy. I love this genre
the most from the rest of all the other genres in cinema.
What was your favorite thing about filming this movie?
Nothing specific, but a lot of things were really nice. I got
to work with talented actors, a nice script, nice production
company, direction, and art direction, everything actually
was nice.

INTERVIEW

Mohamed
Farrag

in the New Suspense Film The Black Box

laying Sayed, a mugger with psychological
problems, alongside Mona Zaki is Mohamed
Farrag in. We had a quick chat with Farrag and
he gave us all the details about Sayed’s look,
conflicts, skills and fetishes.
CW: What attracted you to play Sayed’s character?
The essence, characteristics and appearance of this
character is unlike anything I’ve done before. Almost like a
butterfly, I love moving from flower to flower, from role to
role, from look to look and from a social stratum to another.
I don’t like being put in one role.
Viewing how a mugger or a dangerous criminal who is
put in a different circumstance than what he is used to will
react is what attracted me to Sayed. I also loved changing
how I look, it was very hard to make it look real and I hope
that makeup artist Mr. Mohamed Abdelhamid, director
Mahmoud Kamel and I pulled it off.
In summary, Sayed is a mugger who uses Hady, who is
played by Mostafa Khater, to finish off his work for him or
get him out of trouble. Sayed’s psychological issues appear
in his conflict with Mona Zaki where it is revealed that he
has a fetish for pregnant women.
What also made me very excited for this role is that this was
the first time that I collaborate with Mona Zaki and Mostafa
Khater in a very suspenseful film.

Did you have to learn any special skills or accents to
play this role?
Not really. The only thing that I had to learn but have had a
bit of previous experience with in another role is how to use
a pocket knife. Sayed had to be very skillful when he uses
it either to defend himself or attack others in some scenes,
so I had to appear very capable while using it. At the same
time I had to be careful not to harm others or myself while
using it and I actually got hurt in some scenes.
We know you love to dress-up and change your
appearance for a role, tell us what you loved the most
about Sayed’s look and how hard it was wearing it?
I came up with Sayed’s look, having a deformed face with a
huge scar, a burnt eyebrow and messy hair in order to look
scary in a way that is normal so that he looks like someone
we come across in the street. He had to represent muggers,
thieves, killers and criminals. So, I loved fitting this look
on me and I have to give a huge thanks to makeup artist
Mohamed Abdelhamid and his team who helped me pull
off this new look.
It was very hard to wear this look, we had to work for 2
hours every day before shooting on the makeup and 1 hour
and 30 mins after to remove it. It’s very sensitive so I had to
deal with not being able to eat, drink or move a lot while
wearing it so it doesn’t fall off and so it looks natural.

What are some acting tips you could give actors who
want to try doing thrillers?
For whoever creates art whether through acting, directing,
editing, filmmaking, or any role in cinema, straight from
the heart my one tip is honesty and devotion. If you love
something you have to believe in it very much and devote
yourself to it and god will reward your dedication.
As for thrillers specifically, anyone who wants to succeed
in it has to have seen many thriller movies to pull it
off because it requires action, suspense, conflict and
something that ties it all together.
What will the audience be thinking about in the car
as they drive home after such a film full of action and
suspense?
To me, if the audience goes in and gets so engaged in
the movie and enjoys it to the extent that they forget all
about their worries and take a break from their own reality,
then it has fulfilled its target. Some might come out with
something picking their brain but I can’t reveal more.
Who should not come see this film?
I don’t think I would tell anyone not to come see this film.
There’s nothing inappropriate in it and a lot of people
have worked very hard to pull off their best. I want to tell
everyone to come see this film and I promise that you will
enjoy 2 hours that will take you away from your life or stress
into a great story and acting.

INTERVIEW

Actor, director, photographer, musician and
dancer, Ahmed Magdy exudes artistic creativity on
many levels. His prolific output belies his relative
youth, with his recent role in Amir Ramses’s Curfew
garnering a lot of praise. Our heart-to-heart chat
with him revealed his thoughts on the film, and
the world he moves in.

CW: As a man who wears several hats, where does your
heart lie more strongly? Acting or directing?
AM: I like directing more because it gives more room for
creativity. A director is responsible for so many factors in a
film; the acting, picture, sound, music, and the editing. All
of that makes directors luckier as artists, because they get
to have many tools to work with and express themselves
through several art mediums. Acting is more limited, but in
the world we live in, it gives actors fame, more work, and
they take credit for their work easier and faster. Besides, it
makes me very happy when I work with good directors and
follow their directions, it stimulates the actor within me and
excites me very much. So I can’t really give you a definitive
answer about which one I like more, but it actually
seems like two sides of the same coin, I have both in my
personality. All arts are beautiful, and cinema is beautiful,
I love everything about it, I mean it makes me very happy
when I hold a boom pole as an assistant sound engineer, or
when I help with the décor, so the whole process is magical.
Does your directing background influence the way you
prepare for an acting role?
Actually what influences the way I prepare for my roles is
more my acting experience, I mean theory and experience,
but the director within doesn’t influence me at all while
preparing. It might influence me sometimes if I felt that
there’s something wrong or that there’s another option that
might add something. It’s more like a general vision or a
small detail and I rarely get those kinds of thoughts or even
express them, and when I do, they are sometimes taken
into consideration and sometimes not.

What can you tell us about your character in Curfew?
First, I really enjoyed working with the cast and crew. They
are all special, sophisticated and beautiful on the artistic
level. Second, the character I’m playing is a kind and
peaceable husband, and I was thinking about the word
‘peaceable’ the whole time in my approach to this character.
He’s loving, welcoming, open-hearted, and sensitive and
whatnot. He might be quirky sometimes, not the smartest,
he’s a little bit of a nerd. As for his appearance, I actually
liked Amir as a character in general, along with his glasses
and the way he talks, so I wanted to get a little closer to
Amir and do something nice for him by wearing his glasses
on the day I was trying on the costume.
Do you feel that it is easy for young actors to become
typecast? How can they break out of that mold?
Yes, of course. It is very easy for young actors, male or
female, to become typecast, and that has been happening
in performing arts historically. There has always been this
lazy industry that tries to remake successful things but
make them a little bigger, smarter, and more fashionable.
They don’t have the will to take real risks and give artists
space to really express themselves. So the way to break out
of it is methodical and simple, but it has many steps that
need to be followed, like staying away from trends that
focus only on appearance and taste, just because it’s the
general taste or actors’ tastes, especially in this industry. I
mean there are always these stages that are similar when
everyone performs the same, dresses the same, talks the
same, or even reads the same scripts. It’s always important
to find your own way and voice, and embrace how you look
like, your character and your background.
Is there any director, local or international that you
would jump at a chance to work with?
Yes, of course. I would love to just meet them, not only work
with them. So, it’s actually a very long list that I can’t restrict
to a few names, but I still consider myself at the start of my
career. Yes I’ve been acting for a while now, but I feel that
I still have more energy to discover things in this world. I
have more desire to learn and to be more open to working
with, not only the good local and international directors
that I like, but also the new and young directors who make
new and different cinema.
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GROOMING

And don’t they look great? Anything goes, from
goatees to long, luxuriant masses. But, like any hair,
they have to be carefully maintained to look their
best. So, gentlemen, are you ready to jump on the
bandwagon? Leading Cairo hairdresser Zakaria
Ghoneim tells us how to make the most of this manly
feature.
Beard care:
• Have a professional trim every two weeks.
• Avoid ammonia based dyes; they can cause
sensitive skin to break out in a rash.
• Have a full beard blowout for special occasions.
• Comb your beard daily with a gentle brush, and
apply alcohol-free wax.
• Don’t wash daily, it will dry your beard out.
• Apply a moisturizing mask every three days, but
avoid contact with the skin.
• Avoid using beard oils. They trap dirt in polluted
environments and cause hair loss.

A total look:
Hair styles must complement the beard, they go hand in
hand. Styling of the hair with the beard always depends on
face shapes. For example, with round faces try to maintain
a trimmed look from the top and keep the beard short in
length.

• Round face: Accent your cheekbones
with an angled shave.

• Square jawline: Shave or trim with sharp,
precise lines near your cheekbones. Keep
your beard short on the sides and fuller
on your chin to take advantage of your
square jawline.

• Oval face: Feel free to go with any style
you like. You can pull it off!

MEN

MWho
en
Inspire Us

Entrepreneurs, innovators, creative icons and
culinary stars; we say hello to some of Cairo’s
extraordinary men. Each with his own unique
talents, each with something to offer our
community.
Gentlemen, chapeau!

MEN

Abdallah Sallam

The Man Behind Minka
Minka is a self-proclaimed “forward thinking” residential
real estate company that creates boutique solutions for
today’s homes. The company has disrupted the real estate
market with new approaches to compound living. Founder
and CEO Abdallah Sallam walks us through the philosophy
behind Minka.

CW: Minka is an exciting new real estate concept, what
motivated you to offer this service?
AS: Minka is a real estate company that thrives on
innovation. Innovation has been our motivator to start
as well as our accelerator to grow. We invest in and
develop properties that are meaningful rather than big
and innovative rather than cheap. The real estate scene
in Egypt is already a busy and strong one, but also a very
conventional one in terms of its offerings and metrics. A
lot of new developers get tempted by the scale of business
that real estate presents, but we were tempted by the value
and innovation we can bring to the market. We are not reinventing the wheel, but rather defining customer needs
and carefully and acting upon them.
Coming from a strong business background, how did
you approach your feasibility study on Minka?
The feasibility of embarking on Minka and its projects
simply relied on a tried intuition of solving problems and
presenting our products to our audience in an innovative
and meaningful manner. The numbers and the scale of
the market supported the intuition, but the opportunity
to create something different and needed was the major
support for our feasibility.

What can you tell us about each of the products?
KENSINGTON: For the first time in the exclusive West Golf
residential quarters of New Cairo, Kensington Townhouses
offer an exclusive and extensive living solution. Each unit
comprises more than 600m2 of lavish English inspired
modern living space with amenities and considerations
rarely offered in the Egyptian real estate scene.
The HOFT is an innovative hybrid property that has 60m2
fully furnished residential studios, modular offices, coworking spaces, and a retail plaza all in one building. It
combines the basic needs of today’s ambitious generation
of entrepreneurs, business travelers and trend setters in
ﬁnding a haven that caters to all their basic needs. The
HOFT is a new concept inspired by the emerging crowd
economy and disrupting hospitality concepts around the
world
KINDA: This New Cairo project combines sustainability
and livability to create a Canadian inspired quality of life.
The approach is built on principles of resourcefulness and
open mindedness to different ways of living all adding up
to social wellbeing. It is a 28-acre residential compound
offering a diverse range of properties starting with 60m2
studios up to 500m2 stand-alone villas.
VILLAS
How successful have similar projects been in other
countries?
Since most of our projects were inspired by similar
experiences around the world, this in itself is living proof
that these unique and innovative concepts are highly
needed and add value to the markets they serve.
What is the next step?
Keep innovating and striving to make this country better
and its people happier.

MEN

Mohamed Kaoud

of Egyliere Travel Talks PostCovid Tourism in Egypt
The tourism industry is vital to the Egyptian economy,
and dear to the hearts of proud Egyptians who love
sharing what their country has to offer. We caught up with
Mohamed Kaoud, CEO of Egyliere Travel to learn more
about his journey and the state of tourism in our country.

CW: You have risen very quickly within a highly
competitive industry, what has motivated you and
propelled you forward?
MK: The hospitality industry has been my passion since
high school and I always believed that I was going to make
a difference in this industry one day. After graduating from
the Faculty of Economics at Cairo University I joined major
international hotel chains for management internship
programs and gained practical knowledge and experience.
I continued investing in myself and joined EHL Ecole
Hoteliere de Lausanne for further degrees in management
of hospitality operations. This was followed by strong
work experience in London in luxury hotels, where I was
nominated as one of the top hoteliers under 30 in the UK.
In 2010, I came back to Egypt to establish Egyliere Travel
as a Leading Luxury Travel Management Company in
Egypt. Since then we have seen an average growth of 35%
year over year. Faith, passion, dedication and hard work
together with a strong team have all paid off and Egyliere
Travel is now a market leader in luxury travel.
Covid-19 has adversely impacted the local tourism
based economy, what measures have been instigated to
help those impacted?
The Egypt Travel Agency Association ETAA in conjunction
with the Ministry of Tourism has developed an Emergency
Fund to support Travel Agencies. The ETAA has approved
partial salary compensation for all employees working in
travel agencies, but still the qualification and application
process is neither clear, nor fair and the process is just not
quick enough.
The Central Bank has also provided a 50 Billion support
package via loans at 5% interest rate. All government taxes
have been postponed for 6 months. In an effort to boost
inbound levels, charter flights to Egypt are subsidized,
there is a discount on ground operations at the airport, in
addition to a discount on airplane fuel.
As tourism has gradually opened up, what steps are
being taken to encourage people to travel again?
Airlines are implementing high standards in guaranteeing
the health and safety of the passengers. The norms include
social distancing, self-check in, luggage disinfection,
passenger disinfection kit, pre-packed meals, social
distancing on board, and last but not least, air filtration and/
or ventilation.
Hotels and resorts are implementing high standards in
health safety and security; upgrading their housekeeping,
cleaning and F&B SOPs, guest social distancing, joint
venturing with medical institutions and medical
insurance companies, obtaining cleanliness certificates,
improving hotel ventilation, applying guest and employee
temperature checks, distributing disinfectant and hand
sanitizers around the hotels, upgrading restaurant policies
and many other measures.
What would you like to see happening soon?
Faster adaptation to the new norms, policies and
procedures that are agreed on globally by WTO, WHO or
multinational groups together with technical and financial
support to the entities to implement.
Domestic and international marketing and promotion
strategies with good diversification and incentive programs
to stimulate the industry.
Media training and efficient communication with the world.

MEN

Hisham Ghorab

How Home Design Should
Function in 2020 & Beyond
As you head into your favorite trendy spots you may often
be struck by a fresh, eclectic design edge. The new AUC
Cafeteria? Or Italiano restaurant at ZED, the meeting point
for those-in-the-know on the west side of town. Or soon
to come, the new addition to the Pyramids project that
has town abuzz these days. Architect Hisham Ghorab
consistently delivers innovation, cleverly understated chic
and laid back minimalist sophistication in his designs,
all with an unerring eye for detail and carefully sourced
materials.

CW: What are the strongest design trends at present in
the Egyptian housing market?
Interior design is becoming a focus especially in 2020
due to more people spending time at home. Interiors
have developed and people have started adopting new
trends and aspects in designing their homes. Today we see
more open plans, allowing room for more practical home
solutions. A home has become a multifunctional space
accommodating different users and functions. Furthermore
encouraging a healthier lifestyle and way of living,
incorporating nature has been a huge trend, where homes
are becoming greener connecting the indoor to the natural
world seamlessly.

So homeowners are looking more for functionality than
in the past?
It goes without saying that form must always follow
function. When designing a home designers should aim
at creating spaces that are equally efficient as well as
pleasing to the eye. Functionality comes in different forms:
flexibility of the space, multi-functional areas and furniture,
smart storage systems and designing for low physical
effort. Moreover functionality emphasizes equitable
use: considering the diverse needs and abilities of all
throughout the design process.

What new materials are being used?
In consideration of the times we are living, hygiene and
cleanliness are a factor in considering which materials
to use. This includes smoother surfaces and products
that can be cleaned thoroughly. Commercial and public
spaces should avoid crevices and materials that are
difficult to sanitize. New materials that need to be taken
into consideration are those which meet the performance
standards of a healthy environment. Now increasingly
review materials for health risks and avoid those with
damage to the environment at the end of their life cycles.

Tell us more about organic and environmentallyfriendly products.
2020 has been an awakening year with regards to the
environment; as designers and as humans we have to help
sustain the places we live in. We are starting to make a shift
for alternative resources such as biodegradable solutions
instead of plastic. Going for more affordable (long-term)
options in solar and wind energy production.
Consumers and designers must opt for less excessive
consumption and turn to a more minimalist approach to
raise awareness about the environment. Smart housing and
green construction is the new trend, we focus on how our
building affects the environment, how we can minimize
this effect and more importantly, keep in mind building
and developing using materials that have less potential
impact. The environment is changing, human behaviors
are changing and so should our design strategies and
approaches.

MEN

Hussein Nassar
A Master of His Art

Driven, passionate about his craft and in high demand,
architect and designer Hussein Nassar knew from his early
years at kindergarten that his future lay in design and the
creation of beautiful surroundings. Constantly with a pencil
at hand, he drew inspiration from his engineer father, but
felt that architecture was the path that would best combine
the elements of his passion for drawing and engineering.
And so it came to be.

Known for an eclectic design approach that captures the
individuality of each client, Nassar’s work doesn’t follow
any trademark style. Rather, it embraces an ethos of
quality materials, painstaking design and finishing, and an
unmistakable edge of luxury. But every project breathes
with its own energy, whether residential or any of the many
restaurants that have been fortunate to have his design
skills to create their particular stamp.

Eschewing passing trends, Nassar does not jump on any
global design bandwagon. Nonetheless, he is enthusiastic
about the new advances in lighting technology, seeing
it as an import factor in the development of interior
design. Although his work is tailored to meet each owner’s
perspective, he will judiciously steer them away from
common design flaws such as excess details on rendering,
or use of paper. In their enthusiasm, people can easily lose
focus. The architect or designer plays an invaluable role in
creating a space that will provide an elegant, contemporary
and personal haven.

Looking forward to the coming period, Nassar sees a
much stronger move towards increased time at home,
and everything that entails. With the specter of Covid-19
still looming, people are looking for a home that offers
everything they could need, without having to leave their
personal space. Hussein Nassar is more than ready to meet
the challenge.

MEN

Mohamed Khalifa

Bringing Flair to Egyptian
Interiors
It takes talent and sensitivity to create a home that truly
supports the lives of its residents. CEO and Lead Designer
of Flair Egypt, Mohamed Khalifa, has a proven track record
of doing just that, over and over again. We asked him for his
thoughts on interior design and real estate today.

CW: What types of properties are most popular in the
Egyptian real estate market these days?
MK: The real-estate market is seeing strong demand on
residential properties, mainly penthouses, townhouses and
stand-alone villas located in large-scale developments. As
key developers are considering the establishment of new
mixed-use closed communities, I expect higher demand
on residential complexes motivated by the luxury lifestyle
impact and premium facilities.
Which features are important selling points?
I believe that the location, facilities and architectural
design, including landscaping, are the key features and
main selling points.
As a designer, how do you analyze each client’s needs
and guide them to solutions that are both esthetically
appealing and practical?
We approach our client’s requirements and needs through
a briefing meeting where all ideas are discussed in depth
and detail. We provide our clients with a questionnaire that
covers each and every aspect related to the design goals to
ensure that the client’s preferences are well documented
for ease of reference.

Which materials and style features are hot trends at the
moment?
Grey is the color of the year; neutral color palettes are still
ideal, accentuated by navy blue; it’s the new black! Lighttoned woods for floor and wall coverings and minimal
open-space concepts are also trendy. The use of natural
materials such as marble and stone slate is also very
popular this year.
What are the most common mistakes people make
when decorating a new property?
One of the most common mistakes people make is that
they do not maintain an overall design ambience. That
doesn’t mean your whole home should reflect a particular
style; but you should try to maintain a line that flows
across the whole design. Also, most of us are missing
storage space by not considering several options, from
multipurpose furniture to hidden storage solutions.
Another serious mistake most people make is holding on
to items they don’t need or use anymore. These items will
either cause clutter or will not fit their style preferences.
Do not be too trend-driven! Definitely, we would like to
keep up with the new trends but also, we should invest in
design elements that will stand the test of time.
What are your 3 top tips for creating a uniquely
personal home?
1.
Maintain an overall ambience based on your style
preference and do not copy someone else’s style.
2.

Think of color and lighting as key design elements.

3.
Consider both functionality and aesthetics, after all
design is not just what it looks like, it’s how it works.

MEN

Egyptian Squash
Champion

Andrew Shoukry

Brings his Academy from NYC
to Cairo
With a prize-winning career in competitive squash, and his
successful Shoukry Squash Academy in New York, Andrew
Shoukry shares his story, and future plans for a new venture
in his home country. Welcome back, we say!

CW: Andrew, tell us a little about your life in squash.
AS: I started playing squash at the age of 7 at several
sports clubs in Egypt, El Shams, Wadi Degla and Heliopolis.
I was lucky enough to represent my country at several
international tournaments at a very young age. I remember
my very first one was in Sheffield United, England when I
was only 10 years old. Later on, through my junior career
I played more than 25 international tournaments in
different countries like Scotland, Germany, Netherlands,
Poland, Czech Republic, France and England, and I won
16 international titles. Also, I played more than 80 local
tournaments, won 37 titles among all age groups. I have
many highlights through my journey that I am really proud
of. These include winning 15 titles throughout my career,
during which I played around 126 matches. Unfortunately,
I had to quit playing squash at age of 25 due to my hip
injury, so I decided to start my career as a coach.
It seems that Egypt is constantly leading the world in
this competitive sport. Why do you think this is?
I think this is because a lot of young champions have been
inspired by older champions and want to follow their steps
in squash. I guess Ahmed Barada was a really good example
of this. He was the first player to reach the world’s top 5
ranking, playing by the Pyramids. This was so inspiring for
all of us and for the sport industry itself at that time. Also,
we can’t forget the effort of Egyptian parents, they have a
huge impact on the sport as they encourage their children
to train and improve with the best coaches in the world.
What do you look for when training young players?
What attributes can make them future champions?
Character is the most important thing that I look for in
such a hard and competitive sport like squash. In order
to be a champion, you have to be ready to lose before
you win. Future champions have to be ready to learn, get
better and work hard. I always believe that hard work beats
talent. You definitely have to be talented, but at some point
if the mentality doesn’t match, it will be hard to make a
champion.
What are your plans for the upcoming year?
I have many plans to be honest, but as I have already had
my squash academy in New York for the last five years, I
think my next step is to get back to Cairo. I think this is the
right time to give back something valuable to my country
and deliver what I have been learning through my career as
a junior, professional and a coach.

MEN

Bite-Size Chat with

Chef Andrew Mitchell
Sometimes life draws us along paths far from our
birthplace, yet ultimately we come to understand that
‘home’ is actually where the heart is. Chef, TV personality
and man of many accomplishments, Andrew Mitchell
seems to have discovered this, and shares some insight into
what it is to be a chef, and more.

CW: Andrew, tell us about your
journey as a chef.
AM: It started as a hobby, and after
high school, with the encouragement
of my parents; I decided to study
culinary arts. After working in
Australia and honing my skills I came
to Egypt 15 years ago.
What first attracted you to the F&B
industry?
It felt natural. Making others happy
through food always fascinated me.
Plus, I love eating as much as cooking.
I always saw the industry as one that
has its classics that never change,
while at the same time pushing the
limits and constantly creating new
concepts.
Why Egypt?
My parents come from Egypt and I’ve
been visiting since I was a kid. I also
went to school here for a year in the
90’s.
On another note, how has Covid-19
affected the industry?
I think it’s completely changed the
way we dine and how food is served.
Most restaurants are adjusting their
business models to survive. To be
honest we don’t even know what the
end game is or when. Once Covid is
under control we might see all sorts
of new regulations and laws. Not to
mention the changes in consumer
behavior.
What are the positives we can take
away from the situation?
Everyone is taking care by disinfecting
and washing their hands properly.
Something we should have all been
doing even before Covid.
What direction do you see the
industry heading in?
I really can’t say. Everyone is in survival
mode for the moment and whatever
happens will depend on regulations,
laws and what the client wants.
On a personal level, which cuisine
do you most enjoy cooking?
If I’m cooking for others I enjoy making
whatever they want to eat. For myself
I really enjoy cooking Greek cuisine.
Either grilled items with fresh salads or
oven roasted lamb, done low and slow
with root vegetables.
Your favorite comfort food?
Mac ‘n Cheese all the way!

MEN

Wesam Massoud
A Chef’s Perspective

Widely acclaimed for his broad food knowledge and
culinary skills, Chef Wesam Massoud has strong opinions
on the local food scene. He took time out to chat and share
some insights.

CW: Tell us, how did you come to be a chef?
WM: My journey officially started when I was around 30
years of age. I was overseeing clinical research for one of
the largest global players in that field. I decided to quit
my job and become a chef. I was undecided whether to
go to culinary school or work in a restaurant when I got
very lucky and was offered a job as sous-chef at an eclectic
French restaurant in Maadi, working for Chef Ayman Samir.
I worked with him for over a year, and then went on to work
with Cairo Jazz Club. Then the 2011 revolution hit. Since
then I have been opening my own restaurants or consulting
for other people, as well as putting in a couple of stints as
Executive Chef at other restaurants.
What changes would you like to see in the Egyptian
approach to cuisine?
A widening of horizons, by not only trying to reinvent
Egyptian cuisine by substituting ingredients, but by looking
at the cooking methods themselves and understanding
why we cook this way. By not thinking only about why a
dish like Khoshery has to be served in a certain way, but
more about why we are eating it. I would like to see people
getting more into the history of Egyptian cuisine before we
make any changes.
Can the trend towards healthier eating still showcase
Egyptian recipes at their best?
Absolutely! Egyptian cuisine has gone through different
time periods, with the social and political landscape
forming what we are eating. I think that embedded in
Egyptian cuisine is a desire for a high energy diet, one
that fulfils the energy and nutritional requirements of a
populace that is used to hard manual labor.
What food do you most enjoy preparing?
Anything I am going to make to feed my family. Actually,
anything really, so long as people are going to enjoy my
food I get very excited about it.
What is your favorite comfort food?
Two things. Scrambled eggs, and peanut butter and grape
jelly sandwiches. And it must be grape jelly.
What advice would you give those wanting to venture
into a career as a chef?
Anyone wanting a career as a chef must know it’s not easy,
it’s not for just anybody. Being a chef is a lifestyle choice. My
advice would be to think long and hard. You work 18 hours
a day, you have to sacrifice
your personal life. Don’t think
that you will start out in your
career by creating menus. You
are not going to be hired as
Gordon Ramsay. It took him
20 years to become who he
is.
Try to learn about the world
first. The more well-read
you are about areas outside
of cooking, the better your
cooking will be. Knowledge
is power. Understand how
the world works so you can
feed the world.
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The International School of
Choueifat – City of 6 October

Founded in 2003, The International School of Choueifat
– City of 6 October (ISC-6 October) is a member of
the global SABIS® Network and offers a world-class
education to students in Kindergarten to Grade
12. Our students are part of a vibrant community of
learners on a state-of- the-art campus and matriculate to
the best universities in Egypt and around the world.
Students studying at ISC-6 October benefit from a topquality education available on campus, online, and
as a hybrid model, that fosters academic excellence,
the development of important life skills, and overall
wellbeing and personal growth.
School days and study from home policy:
Sunday-Thursday | 7:30 a.m. – 3:30 p.m.
Blended online and on campus learning
Dates for open days and submitting applications:
ISC-6 October has rolling admissions throughout the
year, which can be completed online. Open Days are
announced on the school website.
What an assessment test includes: Kindergarten to
Grade 1: Interview
Grades 2-12: Diagnostic exams in different subjects to
assess student levels and place them in the appropriate
classes.
School sections and examinations: Student may
opt to sit for the IGCSE, AS Level, and some A Level
examinations of the British system of education and/or
the American College Board (SATs), ETS (TOEFL), AP®, and
ACT exams. They also have the option to study for the
High School Diploma as well as sitting for the required
national examinations.
Languages:
At ISC-6 October English is the main language of
instruction. Students also learn Arabic and French as part
of the curriculum.
Accreditation:
Our High School Diploma is fully accredited by NCA-CASI
(North Central Association Commission on Accreditation
and School Improvement), Cognia, Accreditation
International, and MSA (Middle States Association for
Colleges and Schools).
Facilities and extracurricular activities:
ISC-6 October is situated on a beautiful, spacious
campus, which includes modern state-of-the-art facilities
such as:
• Sports fields and running track
• Indoor swimming pools
• Extensive sports hall
• Outdoor courts and football pitches
• Independent kindergarten building
• Kindergarten pool
• KG car track
• Playgrounds
• Classrooms with interactive whiteboards
• Fully equipped art and music rooms
• Science and computer laboratories
• Libraries
• Modern cafeteria
• Health clinic
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EL ALSSON BRITISH AND AMERICAN
INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL – NEWGIZA

Overview:
Established in 1982, the school offers a British section from
FS1 (3 year olds) to GCSE with a Sixth Form for AS & A-Level
(18 yr olds) and an American section Pre S - G12 with an
option of taking AP courses. The school prides itself on
being one of the best International schools in Cairo.
School days and study from home policy:
The School started the year operating 5 days a week from 8
am till 2 pm.
Dates for Open Days and submitting applications:
Applications are submitted online and our online admission
will open on 24th November.
What an assessment test includes:
Children applying for FS1/Pre S and/or FS2, Pre K undergo
an assessment which measures their developmental age
against their chronological age. Tasks involve a series of
familiar activities to assess the child’s physical, cognitive,
verbal and social skills. For older students, assessments in
English and Maths.

School sections:
We offer a British section from FS1 to GCSE offering AS &
A-Levels and an American section Pre S - G12 with an AP
courses’ option.
Languages:
El Alsson NewGiza offers English, Arabic and French.
Accreditation and examinations:
Accredited by BSO (British Schools Overseas), BSME (British
Schools in the Middle
East), NCA CASI, SACS-CASI, and the NWAC Accreditation
Divisions of AdvancED. An authorised College Board
Advanced Placement exam provider.
Facilities and staff trained for dealing with specialneeds children:
We have Learning Support Departments in both schools,
catering to children who need general academic support.
Facilities:
Classrooms with interactive whiteboards and projectors
Outdoor courtyards to complement one on one teaching
times
Art Studios featuring Mac computers / Science Labs /
Computer Labs with networked computers / Drama Studio
/Music Rooms /Spacious Indoor Hall and Stage / Libraries
Large outdoor plaza, playground, fields
Theatre, Sports Hall with an indoor swimming pool
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Heritage International School

Overview: Heritage international school is
a canadian school, which opened in 2006,
implements the manitoba curriculum. the
school provides a manitoba high school
diploma, which allows it broad latitude in the
design and implementation of its manitoba
curriculum at all levels of the school, junior
kindergarten to grade 12. however, being
on egyptian soil, heritage also maintains
the high ideals of egyptian education and
social values. No SAT1/SAT2 required from
canadian graduates in egypt. students who are
graduating from heritage, and have not written
the SAT1 & SAT2 exams can now apply to
private universities in egypt. The canadian high
school diploma is highly recognized worldwide
as one of the top respected diplomas.
Dates for open days and submitting
applications:
Orientation days are every monday and
wednesday at 10:00 am. applications are
accepted starting January.
What an assessment test includes:
Assessments are based on grade groups, and
include English and Mathematics tests. An
interview with the school’s principal/director is
a must to complete the application process.
School sections:
Heritage only offers Canadian education.
Languages:
English, French, and Arabic
Accreditation and examinations:
Manitoba provincial exams in Grade 12.
Heritage is accredited from manitoba
education, citizenship and youth department
in canada. the school is also accredited from
the egyptian ministry of education in egypt.
Facilities and extracurricular activities:
Heritage international school is continuous
development. the main building that
comprises the kindergarten to grade 12 classes.
Indoor facilities include: 1. Indoor multipurpose
room, large two-story library, Indoor gym,
Indoor cafeteria, science, physics, biology,
chemistry, and Industrial labs, two Computer
labs, language labs, indoor theatre (under
construction)
Outdoor facilities include: Large
multipurpose court, football fields, landscaped
open court areas extracurricular activities
include: heritage hunters soccer teams,
basketball team, heritage band, internal and
external field trips, and various types of afterschool activities.
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Highlands School of Egypt

Overview: Highlands School of Egypt is an American
school that offers a broad and balanced academic American
program following the common core standards from Pre K
to Grade 12. HSE American School was established in 2016.
The British school will be opening its doors in the coming
academic year (2021/2022).
At HSE we encourage our students to take pride in
themselves and positively
contribute to the
community. The school
promotes leadership
and individuality; pursue
knowledge and creativity.
HSE uses a vast variety of
resources and technological
advancements to motivate
the young minds to
challenge themselves
every day. We exhibit
intellectual curiosity that
inspires excitement about learning, inside and outside the
classroom by connecting learning to real life.
Dates for Open Days and submitting applications:
Parents are welcome on campus to tour the school and fill
in applications. Orientation days will be announced on the
school website by December 2020.
What an assessment includes:
Students sit for a standardized MAP test in both English and
Math as well as a written test in the three subjects including
Arabic. An appointment will be set for the parents and
students to meet with the principal who will finalize the
admission and grade placement. Early Years students are
assessed through careful observation; the student’s ability
to listen and carry out instructions, concentration span, as
well as social and communication skills are noted.
Languages:
The language of instruction at the HSE is English. Other
languages taught at the school are French and German as a
second language, Arabic for ministry subjects.
Accreditation and examination:
HSE American division is accredited from both associations
Cognia (AdvancED) and Aiaa. HSE is also a certified testing
center and applies the MAP test from Grade 1 to Grade 10, 3
times a year to measure students’ progress internationally.
HSE British division will be accredited from Cambridge,
Oxford and Pearson Edexcel.
Facilities and extracurricular activities:
HSE believes that learning, growth and development
continue after school hours. We designed a program
to meet the physical, social and to shape students’
personalities and leadership qualities.
Students are taking part in the Model United Nations (MUN)
as well as HSE Students’ council. The school also offers
summer and winter camps.
A character-building
program is designed
through academic
competitions, field trips,
camps, music, art, sports
and robotics.
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Malvern College Egypt

Overview: Malvern College Egypt (MCE) is a
British School located in New Cairo. MCE is a
member of the Malvern College International
family of schools. MCE has a current enrolment
of 850 pupils from pre- nursery to year 13.
School days and study from home policy:
The College is operating a 50% daily rotation
of pupils per day, under COVID restrictions.
Dates for Open Days and submitting
applications:
Online open days to be conducted.
Applications for 2021-22 academic year will
open in November 2020.
What an assessment test includes:
Assessment tests depend on the child’s age
and range from small group activities to
written assessments and cognitive ability tests
(CAT 4).
School sections:
Early Years (Pre-Nursery – Year1), Primary
School (year 2-6), Secondary School (Year 7-13)
Languages: English is the language of
instruction. It is required that pupils also study
Arabic and French to Year 8. Modern Foreign
Languages are an elective post year 8.
Accreditation and examinations:
Malvern is accredited by the IBO and BSME.
The College is affiliated with the Cambridge
Assessment International and Pearson Edexcel
examination boards.
Facilities and staff trained for dealing with
special-needs children:
The Learning Support Department caters for
pupils who need additional academic support.
Facilities and extracurricular online
activities:
The school has over 100 classrooms, a 450-seat
theatre, excellent sports facilities, as well as
music, art and computer labs.
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Cairo American College

Overview: CAC has a long-standing history of
offering an exceptional American education
experience in Egypt. CAC emphasizes holistic
learning and supports students as they discover
their skills and passions. Students participate in a
diverse array of courses and co-curricular activities
including athletics, student clubs, and visual and
performing arts.
Dates for Open Days and submitting
applications: Applications are accepted as of
beginning of February. Applications received after
June will be notified of admission in August –
depending on availability. Open house is held on
January.
What an assessment test includes: CAC often
administers tests to applicants at all grade levels,
to facilitate decisions regarding admission and
placement. All application requirements must
be received before a testing appointment can be
made.
School sections: Elementary School
(Prekindergarten – Grade 5)
Middle School (Grades 6 – 8)
High School (Grades 9 – 12)
Languages: School instruction is in English. World
languages include Arabic, French, and Spanish.
Accreditation and examinations: CAC is fully
accredited by the MSASC, and the CIS and the IB
Programme. CAC is the only US State Department
sponsored school in Cairo.
Facilities and extracurricular activities: 11 Acre
campus with 3 outdoor fields, a heated swimming
pool, a 52- seat theatre and a multipurpose
volleyball/basketball court. All health and security
measure recommended by the CDC and WHO
apply.

Wise International School

Overview: At Wise International School
we aim to provide our students with the
best possible education in a joyful, healthy
and safe environment where everyone is
valued for their individuality and where
learning is at the heart of everything we
do.
School days and study from home
policy:
School days start at 07:45 am and end at
2:55 pm.
In case of closure, the school also offers
online learning via daily zoom sessions,
a variety of educational platforms and
utilising google classroom.
Dates for open days and submitting
applications:
The school is currently accepting
applications for students starting
Preschool to year 10.
Dates for open days
Tuesday, 24th of November 2020
Tuesdays, 1st and 8th of December 2020
Please visit our website to book your spot!
What an assessment test includes:
Assessments are skill-based and age
appropriate focusing on english, Maths,
Arabic and social skills.
School sections:
Foundation stage 1 and 2
Key Stage 1:
Years 1-2
Key Stage 2:
Years 3-6
Key Stage 3:
Years 7-8-9
Key Stage 4:
Year 10
Languages: The language of instruction
at the wise international School is English.
other languages taught at the school are
arabic, french and german.
Accreditation and examinations: Wise is
accredited from Cambridge International
Examinations (CIE) and follows the
Cambridge and national UK curricula.
Facilities and staff trained for dealing
with special-needs children:
Wise International School has a learning
support department that caters for
students who
need further academic assistance.
Facilities and extracurricular online
activities:
The school recently added a new building
to its superb facilities which include a
state of the art theatre for art, drama,
music and various courts for sports.
After school activities and extracurricular
activities are offered in different
disciplines.
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Evolution International School
Overview:
Evolution International
School is at the cutting
edge of educational
technology and curriculum
development. The Early
Years follow the world
renowned Montessori
system. Primary and middle
school (grades 1-8) students follow a thematic approach to
learning that integrates the best international curriculum
standards with approaches to internationalism, community
service, critical thinking and technology integration.
With our unique approach to learning we believe that all
students are challenged to follow their interests, broaden
their knowledge and reach their full potential.
Dates for Open Days and submitting applications:
Please visit the school’s website for information about
upcoming open days and presentations.
What an assessment test includes:
The school uses the Cognitive Abilities Test (CAT4) from GL
Assessments in the UK for all students entering into grades
2 and above. For Early Years the children are given more
appropriate hands on activities face-to-face with a teacher
or assessor. For quality assurance the school conducts
assessments for English and mathematics in grade 2, 5, and
8 which are benchmarked against international exemplars
and internally moderated. In grade 9 the students take the
Pearson Lower Secondary exams in English, maths and
science and in grade 10 the students take the IGCSEs. At
the end of grade 12 the students take the International
Baccalaureate Diploma, a demanding programme, that is
excellent preparation for university in Egypt or around the
world.
School sections:
Montessori Children’s House: age 3-6
Primary: Grades 1-5
Middle School: Grades 6-8
IGCSE: Grades 9-10
IB Diploma: Grades 11-12
Languages:
English first language, Arabic first language, French second
language. Other languages may be offered from time to
time depending on demand and availability.
Accreditations and authorizations:
The school is licensed with the Egyptian Ministry of
Education
• A candidate school for IBDP
• A member school and candidate for the Council of
International Schools (CIS) accreditation
• A candidate for accreditation with the Association of
Montessori International (AMI)
Facilities and staff trained for dealing with special
needs children:
The school is equipped with the latest technology in all
the classrooms and a 1:1 iPad policy from grade 1. There
are dedicated science labs, PE, drama, art and music rooms
and a canteen. Evolution recruits licensed teachers or
teachers who are in the process of receiving their license.
Most of these will have a Post Graduate Certificate of
Education (PGCE) from the UK. Approximately 50% of the
teaching staff have or are undertaking a Masters degree
in education. The school has a special needs team led by a
highly experienced and qualified special needs specialist
teacher.
Extracurricular activities:
The school has an extensive club programme run for all
students and timetabled within the school day so that
no one has to miss out. The clubs cover a wide range of
activities from sports to games, to arts and crafts.

Lycée Albert Camus – NEWGIZA

Overview: Lycée albert camus NEWGIZA (LAC) is a
world-class French international school that follows the
internationally renowned French program of education
(under the auspices of the French Ministry of Education).
LAC hosts students from all nationalities starting from
Pre-K to grade 12 (petite section à la terminale). the school
is managed by a highly qualified and experienced French
leadership and academic team.
Dates for open days and submitting applications:
Please refer to our school
website: www.lacng.lvng.net/ as of November for details of
open days .
What an assessment test includes:
An interview with parents.
Written and oral assessment for Grade level students
Maternelle students are assessed through careful
observation, their ability to listen to and carry out
instructions, concentration span, as well as social and
communication skills.
School sections:
Main Stream: Maternelle, Primaire, Collège and Lycée
Languages:
Students graduate knowing: french, arabic, anglish and
spanish.
Accreditation and examinations:
LAC was accredited by the french ministry of education in
June of 2018, and the affiliation with the AEFE was signed
in october 2018. students are prepped for the official french
ministry examinations; Le Brevet des collèges in grade 9 and
the french baccalauréat in grade 12.
Additionally, the school abides by all the egyptian ministry
of education regulations and adopts the arabic, religious
and social studies national curriculums as well as a special
program of arabic for non-arabic speakers.
Facilities and staff trained for dealing with specialneeds children:
The school aims at continuously hiring experienced
teachers from the French Ministry of Education in order to
provide all the support required for the students.
Facilities and extracurricular activities
The school building is a state-of-the-art modern purposebuilt facility following both local and international
standards for educational buildings. LAC offers its students
international trips (France, Spain and Greece) as well as
national ones.
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How Men Can
Keep Their Heart
Health in Check

Of the most common health problems faced by men are
heart-related issues. In this month’s article, Tabibi will give
you tips on always being on top of any underlying heart
issues.
With age, the health of a man’s cardiovascular health
becomes a high priority. According to Tabibi’s Specialist Dr.
Karim Mashhur, males should regularly check their heart
functions, a service Tabibi provides, through its clinics or
home visits.
Moreover, it is essential to have and maintain a healthy
lifestyle to preserve heart function in the face of aging by
staying at a healthy weight and being physically active,
a nutritious diet should keep cholesterol levels in check.
While staying active reduces stress and prevents any
unhealthy behaviors that come with stress like smoking
and stress-eating. Besides preserving your heart’s health,
keeping a balanced diet and exercising regularly keeps
your blood pressure levels in check.
Maintaining a healthy heart comes down to six factors;
exercise, body weight, diet, stress, cholesterol, and blood
pressure. According to many studies, people who take
these six points seriously have a 90% lower chance of
developing heart diseases.
Having a family history of heart problems can be
problematic, and that is why no matter how young or old,
it’s important to understand that heart disease is a lifestyle
disease and could be easily avoided if the right measures
are taken.
Tabibi’s specialists are ready to give you a heart check-up if
you need, and if you have any questions, please call us on
16724 to book an appointment.If you are feeling any pain
or tightness in your chest, make sure to seek immediate
help.
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Abstract Whimsy from the Nile to
the Thames

Egyptian-British Sculptor
Sam Shendi

Sculptor Sam Shendi has firmly established himself
as an artist to watch on the global art radar. Now a
resident of London, Shendi has garnered a following
of collectors and art aficionados across the world.
We caught up with him during a recent visit to
Cairo.
CW: As a young artist from a small Egyptian Delta town,
did your dreams ever extend to the success you have
realized internationally?
SS: As a young artist, I never thought that a career in art
would be in my future. It’s very difficult for a young artist to
make a living immediately after graduation in any country
in the world.
Have you found it easier to gain recognition for
your work since moving to the UK? What was your
springboard?
It has been a very tough journey for me, especially at the
beginning of my move to the UK. The international art
platform always searches for artists with a distinct identity.
So, it was important for me to discover myself before
introducing my work to the art world. After ten years, I
found identity in my work and created an initial body of
work; only then could I present myself as an independent
artist and only then did I start to be recognized. The journey
wasn’t easy and it was important for me to try hard and to
fail in order to understand who I am and what I want to do.
How would you describe the development of your
distinctive style, what served as your initial inspiration?
My work is my visual diary, inspired by my own experience
and observing the experience of others around me. This has
allowed me to understand the similarities between us and
has made it easier for me to be inspired by my own life.
What are your thoughts on the local art scene in
Egypt, do you see it progressing and offering better
opportunities for up-and-coming artists?
The Egyptian art scene is no different from any art scene
around the world. However, I think the art movement has
progressed a lot since I
left Egypt, it has achieved
something that the
whole world has begun
to recognize; that talent
is important regardless of
being art-educated or not.
Museums and galleries here
have started opening their
arms to talented artists who
are self -taught and this is
one of the most amazing
opportunities for young
artists to allow themselves
to shine in the Egyptian art
world. They are accepted and
allowed to have a platform
that will support them and
encourage them and this is
something fantastic to see and observe at the moment in
Egypt.
What are your plans, personally and creatively for the
coming couple of years?
I’m an artist with many styles and I believe every idea
comes with its own form, and shape. I hope that I will be
able to share my thoughts and my philosophy with other
Egyptian artists and inspire others to believe that your
identity and your authenticity is your mark, whichever
country and time you are living in.
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Hoda El-Sherif x
Miele: a lifestyle
series

“Work hard, party hard. ” Who hasn’t considered
adopting this as a rule at least once through their
adult life, uttering it endlessly and spending months
‘manifesting’ it? With age (I admit I am getting older),
my view of work-life balance has altered. What was
once a difficult road to tread has recently become an
attainable habit, a state I actively strive toward.
Waterboarded by pitches, emails, meetings and news all
week long, I’ve come to appreciate a certain kind of quiet,
the kind that accompanies weekends in Cairo. Weekends
are a great opportunity to utilize free time, and by ‘utilize’
I mean really savor it by doing something fun, something
profound, something that brings you joy.
For me, food is one such thing, so are family, close friends
and neighbors who I have grown to consider a part of my
family. I have long been a fan of entertaining, the nonperformative “unfussy” kind, as put by the ever-inspirational
Alison Roman. When I cook, the kitchen is my stage, a space
for trial and error. And most important of all, it’s a space
to be shared with loved ones, warm enough to hold their
laughter and life’s messy stories.
My new kitchen is adorned with beautiful pieces by
Miele, the high-end appliances brand that offers life-long,
gorgeous household products. Miele’s kitchen appliances
are resilient, dependable and as versatile as any recipe.
From making my morning coffee while reading a book to
baking cookies for my daughter’s bake sale, all the way to
loading the dishwasher at the end of a dinner party, my
kitchen routine is powered by Miele.
Before I have friends over, I skim my fridge and think of
what wholesome, locally sourced produce I can buy to
complement what’s already there. Every foray into grocery
shopping — whether it’s at the nearby Gourmet or a local
market — is a moment of bliss. I immediately go for what
is in season and build it up from there. Scrumptious, juicy
watermelon with a side of white cheese; fresh mangoes
from Ismailia casually tossed on a bed of greens; saltcrusted salmon with wilted kale leaves; brie, crackers and
homemade cherry jam; hibiscus mint cooler. Yum.
Propelled by the sensory and the unconventional,
throughout the coming months, I will be putting together
recipes and easy entertaining tips inspired by meals I host
at my home. Each article, aided with photography, will
feature a local collaborator, from Makar Farms and the
Butcher House to Lulu’s Kitchen and 30 North.
After months of social distancing, I am excited to be
thinking about and sharing new ways to socialize around
food. Thank you in advance to everyone who will take part
in this journey.

Book Review

Layaly El Corona:
iRead’s Short Story Collection by
Aspiring New Authors

As difficult as dealing with the global spread of the
Coronavirus and the world-wide lockdown was, it is
these hard circumstances that inspire creativity and
prompt artistic expression of the human condition. iRead
in partnership with Dar El Shorouk launched a writing
competition to encourage young writers to free their
imaginations and share their experience with us through
stories.
The book will take you on a journey through the quarantine
period from the various perspectives of gifted writers; their
words paint magnificent pictures, and their characters
capture your attention.
Let us take you behind the scenes of the making of Layaly
El Corona competition, which challenged participants to
write a short story that takes place during quarantine. The
best 20 stories would all be published in a book by Dar El
Shorouk. There were no specifications on the genres of the
stories; writers had free rein.
The number of submitted stories exceeded 800, and were
later filtered by the iRead team into 200 stories that met
the terms and conditions of the competition. What was so
distinctive about the second stage of filtering was the high
number of imaginative stories. While the crisis the world
was facing was so real, many of the writers chose to express
their view on the pandemic through fantasy. Furthermore,
in many of the stories, the main characters were doctors
and nurses, which reflects how people saw the medical
team during this crisis as true heroes. Additionally, most
of the stories were hopeful, and promoted the idea that
Coronavirus would be defeated, and it would become a
story that we would tell future generations.
Finally the best 20 stories were selected, ranging in genres
from romance, to thriller, comedy, and science fiction. In
1st place came Mirna Mohamed, with her story titled Life
or Death, in 2nd place was Youssef Mohamed with The Last
Message, and in the 3rd place was Ayman Saad with War
Criminal. Here are the names of the rest of the winners in no
particular order, Jon Helmy, Ahlam Mansy, Ayaat El Sayed,
Mariam Ahmed, Ahmed Kamel, Ahmed Saeed, Khaled
Abdeen, Khaled Naser, Ahmed Mohamed, Tasnim Abd Alah,
Amir Abd El Rahman, Mona El Mosalamy, Shady Aziz, Abd El
Rahman Bomidin, Islam Abd El Bary, Hend Abd El Meguid,
and Nardin Ezzat.
Layaly El Corona is available now in El Shorouk bookstores.

Book Review

Meet the Author by
Migrant Dreams:
Egyptian Workers in the
Gulf States

Social and cultural anthropologist, Samuli Schielke delves
deep into the lives of migrant workers in Migrant Dreams:
Egyptian Workers in the Gulf States (AUC Press, 2020).
Schielke works as a senior researcher at Leibniz-Zentrum
Moderner Orient in Berlin
You say that “working in the Gulf for money is a
moral, spiritual condition, and imagination is a scarce
resource.”
This book is all about the moral projects people need
money for, and about dreams that are not free. I think that
the economy, morality, and our hopes and dreams are not
autonomous realms. They often reproduce each other,
and when that happens, it becomes a very powerful and
compelling process, where people both want to, and have
to, participate.
What is the biggest hardship migrant workers in
the Gulf face? Monotonous job, meagre salary, poor
accommodation, sponsorship policy, lack of legal
recourse, unpaid salaries, racism?
I wouldn’t know how to separate these hardships. They add
up together to a powerful system of exploitation in which
people are compelled to continue working for profits that
are meagre but nevertheless better than packing up and
going home. A more paradoxical hardship is that, especially
when people do manage to make some profit out of their
work, it becomes more difficult to return home, and they
end up staying for one more year, and then another and
another.
You state that “Egypt is a migrant nation.” What is the
long-term effect of migration on Egyptian society?
I don’t know yet what the long-term effect of this will be.
But already now we can see that migration has created
families and communities that exist across distances,
between villages and cities, and between Egypt and
countries abroad, and long-term absences and a degree of
estrangement have become prevalent features of people’s
lives. Overall, it has given conservative and identitarian
movements new strength while at the same time
distancing people from traditional ways of life. Egypt, after
the first forty years of international mass migration, has
become a society that is overall very conservative but no
longer traditional.
Migrant workers by law are not allowed to settle
permanently in the Gulf. If they were though, would
that change anything with regards to their financial
security and social mobility?
It would be a major improvement. Then many people
would settle permanently in the Gulf and make it their
home — at least those with higher incomes who could
afford to rent apartments and pay for schooling. And they
would make political claims and want to be recognized as
citizens with equal rights and obligations, as do migrants
and their descendants in Europe and North America. Which
is why the Gulf monarchies do not want to allow it.
If there were more economic opportunities for young
Egyptians here in Egypt would fewer workers migrate to
the Gulf?
As long as there is a large income gap between Egypt and
the Gulf, there will be large-scale migration. Egypt also has
a very high rate of population growth, and it is difficult
to create jobs for so many more people coming of age
every year. However, more opportunities in Egypt would
definitely mean that the pressure to migrate would be less
strong than it is today.

Book Review

Fantastic Reads for Fall
by

Half
by Sherif Loutfi
Half is a call to forge your own
route in life by abandoning fear,
pushing boundaries, staying
in the moment and embracing
change.
Sherif Loutfi invites us to follow
in his footsteps and go on an
adventure. He shows us that by
expanding our geographical horizons, we can connect with
the most inner depths of our being.
This read will inspire you to leave your comfort zone, create
your own path, discover unknown territories, and meet
people from all walks of life. You will know you reached
your destination when you encounter your second half,
welcome it to the surface and rejoice in the blissful union of
both halves.

The Art of War
by Sun Tzu
The Art of War is an ancient
Chinese military treatise dating
from the Late Spring and Autumn
Period (5th century BC) by military
strategist Sun Tzu. It remains
the most influential strategy
text in East Asian warfare and
has influenced both Eastern
and Western military thinking,
business tactics, legal strategy,
lifestyles and beyond.
The idea is knowing when to fight and when not to fight,
avoiding what is strong and striking at what is weak,
knowing how to deceive the enemy by appearing weak
when you are strong, and strong when you are weak, and
knowing your strengths and weaknesses, if you know the
enemy and know yourself, you need not fear the result of a
hundred battles.
The Room Where It Happened
by John Bolton
As President Trump’s National
Security Advisor, John Bolton
spent many of his 453 days in
the room during the Trump
presidency.
The result is a White House
memoir that is the most
comprehensive and substantial
account of the Trump
Administration, and one of the
few to date by a top-level official.
With almost daily access to the President, John Bolton has
produced a precise rendering of his days in and around the
Oval Office. What Bolton saw astonished him: A President
for whom getting reelected was the only thing that
mattered, even if it meant endangering or weakening the
nation.

21 Lessons for the 21st Century
by Yuval Noah Harari
21 Lessons for the 21st Century is
a probing and visionary
investigation into today›s most
urgent issues as we move into
the uncharted territory of the
future. As technology advances
faster than our understanding
of it, hacking becomes a tactic
of war, and the world feels
more polarized than ever, Harari
addresses the challenge of
navigating life in the face of constant and disorienting
change and raises the important questions we need to ask
ourselves in order to survive.

The place where you can do MRI, CT, US,
Mammogram, DIGITAL X-ray, and Dental imaging
with highly efﬁcient machines.

EL-REHAB MEDICAL CENTER 1 - CLINICS 112 & 115
MOBILE: 01061481389- 01014040112

WEST SIDE

Egyptian Wake Nationals 2020
on the Nile

Last month saw the annual
Egyptian Wake Nationals hit
the Nile for a day of fun and
excitement. The event took
place at the Egyptian Sailing
and Waterski Federation in
Manial, and covered several
categories for men, women,
juniors and under 10s.
The well-attended event
enjoyed perfect weather
and excellent water
conditions, making for
great entertainment.
Wakeboarding is a
combination of water skiing,
snowboarding, and surfing,
in which a rider is towed
along by a boat while riding
a board. It has been growing
in popularity in Egypt, and
is enjoyed not only on the
Nile but also in the calm and
temperate waters of the Red
Sea. Considered safe for all
age groups, it is still high
adrenalin enough to satisfy anyone looking for waterbased action.
The day’s winners were:
Men: Seif Darwish
Women: Raneem Hesham
Under 18: Fouad Amir
Under 14: Adam El Zomor
Under 10: Hamza Youssef

Al Galala University Welcomes
its First Batch of Students for
the New Academic Year

Al Galala University opened its doors to the first batch
of students applying for the new academic year
2020/2021 by organizing a students’ orientation week.
The orientation week helps to guide the students
academically and ensure their full understanding of the
new aspects of university life.
Dr. Ashraf Haider Ghaleb, Acting President of Al Galala
University, Dr. Tarek Abou Elmaaty, Acting Vice President
of the University, and Dr. Muhammad Al-Shennawy,
Acting Vice President for International Relations, met
with the students to welcome them on board and
answer all their questions.
The university took all precautionary measures against
Covid-19 through coordinating with the Egyptian Red
Crescent who provided sterilization materials and
preventive masks for all attendees.
Located in the city of Al Galala in the Governorate of
Suez, the university will accommodate 25,000 students
and includes a teaching hospital as well as a dormitory
for students and faculty, in addition to transportation
services provided for the students and faculty.
The university is divided into fifteen faculties offering
more than 65 distinct programs. Fourteen fields were
opened this year, divided into 29 programs in various
fields, including Medicine, Media Production, Physical
Therapy, Social Sciences and Humanities, Managerial
Sciences, Basic Sciences, Pharmacy, Engineering
Sciences, Architecture, Art and Design, Applied Health
Sciences Technology, Dentistry, Nursing Sciences and
finally Computer Science and Engineering.

PARAGON by Builderia
The First ‘Intelligent’ Project
in the New Administrative
Capital

Builderia Development is a leading real estate
development company, with more than 30 years of
experience in the local and regional market through
its partners. PARAGON, Builderia’s first project, is made
possible thanks to the practical experiences the company
experts have cultivated through their unique works
in Egypt, and the MENA region in the development of
administrative and commercial buildings, along with
hotels and resorts.
Builderia Development launched PARAGON, to be its
first intelligent project at the New Administrative Capital
with an investment of EGP 0.5 billion. PARAGON is an
intelligent office building that utilizes state-of-the-art
technology to bring the latest smart office solutions
to Egypt, aspiring to enable all businesses to operate
effectively with higher productivity while providing all
means for comfort, luxury and entertainment.
PARAGON is located in the New Administrative Capital,
neighboring the Presidential Palace, Governmental
Ministries, Central Bank Headquarters, Egyptian Stock
Market, the Parliament, in addition to the main offices
of wellestablished multinational and local financial
institutions, along with being in close proximity to the
cultural hub and transportation facilities. PARAGON is
managed by state-of-the-art building management
systems through the futuristic IOT technology, ensuring
the highest levels of efficiency, safety and comfort. Since
its launch, Builderia has successfully sold more than 45%
of PARAGON units.
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Art Galleries

SOMA ART GALLERY

90 Days In The Studio

Exhibition Date: 1st of November - 7th of December
Address: 3 El Adl Abu Bakr Square, 3rd floor apt. #9,
Zamalek

A l k a h i la A rt G allery

Egyptian Visions

Exhibition Date: 9th - 19th of November 2020
Address: 15 El Batal Ahmed Abd EL-Aziz Street Mohandessin

M as h ra b i a G allery

My Favorite Things 5

Exhibition Date: Until 3rd of December
Address: 15, Mahmoud Bassiouny St. Downtown

E asel a n d C amera

Out Loud

Exhibition Date: Until 32st of November 2020
Address: Inside Dreamland Golf Club, 6th October City

Restaurant Review

Burger 1916
Gourmet Burger Heaven
in New Cairo

Who doesn’t love a good burger? So, when the
craving hits, it helps to know where to hunt
down a tasty, juicy, mouthwatering burger.

Type of cuisine: Burgers
Signature dishes: Burger 1916 takes much pride in its’
secret bun recipe and special assortment of sauces.
Dishes sampled: The menu is essentially made up of meat
and chicken burgers, hot dogs, fries and plenty of sauces.
We began with choosing the Awesome Blossom Burger and
the Mexican Burger while sipping on our bottles of Spiro
Spathis, reminiscing about the past. The Awesome Blossom
is a fat burger patty topped with cheddar and layered with
lettuce, tomatoes, pickles and golden crispy onion rings.
For this option we were recommended the ranch sauce,
which perfectly complemented the onion rings and the
meat. The Mexican Burger is also a melted cheddar cheese
burger on a bed of lettuce, topped by grilled bell peppers
and onions, sprinkled with jalapenos and an amazing rich,
spicy sauce. You cannot say Mexican without being extra
hot. We were then treated to the Cranburg, a sweet and
sour option made with cranberry jam, Swiss cheese and
lettuce, a pleasant surprise. Overall, the patties were packed
with flavor and reliably juicy. A meatless option is also
available, which is a zucchini-based vegetarian burger. As
our tasting continued we sampled the many different types
of sauces (we counted 13 on the menu) with fries. We must
say it is quite impressive the amount of sauces you can top
your burger with, and your fries can be served Texas style
topped with chili con carne. A meal on its own.

Beverages: Soft drinks with a special mention to the iconic
Spiro Spathis.
Top tips: Ask for sauce recommendations with the burger
you choose. And check out the Egyptian corner!
Décor: Burger 1916 is located in a wooden container and is
easily spotted from street level. The outdoor includes a few
tables and chairs spread comfortably around the area.
Price range: Within the average for a gourmet burger.
12 pm to 10:30 pm
IC Group Life Mall (behind AUC), New Cairo
0110 116 1916
@1916burger

Restaurant Review

Em Sherif

Fresh from Lebanon with
Authentic Levant Cuisine on
the East Side of Town

A landmark in authentic Lebanese cuisine, Em
Sherif has recently opened its first branch in
Cairo. Luckily we were the first ones to sample all
the delights it has to offer.
Type of cuisine: Fine dining Lebanese
Dishes sampled: We had opted for a brunch menu on
a midweek day. As we skimmed through the menu we
were guided by a very attentive waiter. It is very helpful
when staff is aware of the menu and able to make
recommendations, especially when it is your first time.
Our order consisted of a selection of salads, cold and warm
appetizers, followed by an omelet, mana’esh and a hot
main plate. The idea was to have all the food served at
once for true family-style dining. We started off with the
classic salads: tabbouleh, fattoush, lentil and beetroot. The
tabbouleh salad was super fresh, served with a dash of
lemon zest, which gave the salad an even more refreshing
and tangy appeal. The fattoush was delicately cut in small
pieces topped with crispy deep-fried bread, all served with
clear attention to detail and beautiful presentation. The
simple beetroot salad was packed with flavor. A pleasant
surprise was the lentil salad garnished with coriander and
baby radish leaves. An addition of pomegranate sauce gave
this salad to a deeper flavor profile.

In the sequence of the plates we were served our dips of
hummus - topped with pine nuts, mutabal (Lebanese style
eggplant dip) and goat labneh - served with caramelized
crushed walnuts. As we scooped up our salads and dips,
our cheese omelet, foul and falafel and mana’esh arrived.
Foul and Falafel platter was garnished with pickled olives,
cucumber, radish and served with tahini and mint leaves
dips as sides. Both mana’esh options, cheese and lahm
bel ajin, were spot on. The cheese flatbread had its flavor
enhanced by sprinkled nigella seeds while the lean ground
beef went very well with a squeeze of lemon.
All our dishes were incredibly presented and flavorful
and the highlight of our experience was the Hummus
Shawerma - highly recommended by the management.
Creamiest hummus spread on the bottom of a plate topped
with savory meat shawerma served alongside charcoal
grilled tomatoes and pickled cucumbers.
We were then treated to heavenly desserts served in jars
and plates. Outstanding pistachio brioche, words couldn’t
do justice to the softness of the pastry, the crunchiness of
the pistachio and the sweetness of the ice cream in the
middle. There was a touch of rose water which you can feel
in other desserts as well. The traditional Ghazl Banat was
also served on a plate. In jars we sampled the Chocolate
Mousse, Chocolate Banana Halawa and the Rice Pudding.
Desserts are quite large so you can easily share with the
whole table. We wrapped it up with a cup of coffee and tea
with mint.
Décor: The subtle lavender color of the walls along with
the mirror oriental forms decorating the wall makes a clean
and elegant impression. Oh, the plates are beautiful and
a piece in the concept of Em Sherif, where the food is the
main attraction. Situated
on the street level, the
restaurant makes the
most of the natural light
indoors, with skylight
windows. The outdoor area
is comfortably arranged,
giving enough space
between tables.
Beverages: Soft drinks,
juices and coffee
Price range: Reasonable
9:00 am till 11:30 pm
White by Waterway,
New Cairo
0102 250 0345
@emsherifcafe_eg

Restaurant Review

Francisco

American Favorites in
Almaza
We visited Francisco on a quiet Sunday evening,
eager to try the American cuisine. The menu had
exciting new items we’d never seen before, and
were quite keen to try!

Type of cuisine: American
Signature dishes: Grand Florida Burger, Shrimp Gratin.
Dishes sampled: We were lucky to have someone
recommend dishes for us since the menu has a huge variety
of items. We started with the Potato Wedges and Sweet
Potatoes, which did not disappoint. The potatoes were
crunchy on the outside and soft on the inside with a herby
and mildly spicy cheese dip.
For the main course we opted for the signature Grand
Florida Burger, which is HUGE! A hearty, filling, housemade Angus beef burger. The buns were a bit tough but
the toppings of beef bacon, onion marmalade and arugula
more than made up for it.
Next came Andy’s B.B.Q Grilled Chicken with pecan and
peach chutney. We could not be happier with the outcome
of this dish, the pecan and peach chutney was the star of
the whole dish. We then decided to give the Grilled Steak a
try. We like our steak well done so that’s how it came and
again, the sauce took this dish to a whole other place. It was
a mix of beef bacon slices and sweet caramelized onions.
The sides for all main dishes are mashed potatoes and
charcoal-grilled vegetables.

We had to try one of the gratin dishes, so we went for the
chicken gratin. Even though it said “hot” on the menu, ours
was very mildly spicy. This saucy dish included chicken,
potato cubes and vegetable slices, topped with a perfectly
golden layer of cheese, making a nice balance of sweet,
salty and spicy flavors. The portion was large and it came
with white rice on the side.
To end the meal on a sweet note we went for the nice
summery Raspberry and Strawberry Cheesecake and the
Chocolate Fondue Cake, which had a very rich chocolaty
middle. We washed it all down with a Chocolate Coffee
Milkshake and a Blueberry Milkshake.
Other menu options that appealed: On another visit we
would love to go for the breakfast menu.
Beverages available: A full hot coffee and tea selection.
Milkshakes, smoothies, ice tea, cocktails, fresh juices and
soft drinks are also on offer.
Décor & ambience: Pale pastel velvet seating
arrangements of blues and pinks pervade in this
contemporary space, a wood paneled ceiling creates
warmth and intimacy. A virtual fireplace can be spotted in
the background, adding to the cozy vibe. Flat screens play
matches or movies, but the sound isn’t too high for those
who just want to have a meal in a relaxed setting.
Social distancing and hygiene standards: We only saw
hand sanitizers on each table but we didn’t spot any of the
staff members wearing masks.
Clientele mix: Friends coming in for a chat or to watch a
match.
Price range: Reasonably priced.
10 to 12 am
131 Omar Ibn El-Khattab, Almaza, Heliopolis
0111 706 6669
francisco.egypt
franciscorestaurant.eg

Beef Burger with Coca Onion and
Fried Beef Bacon Sandwich

Serves

6

Ingredients:
For Beef Burger
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

1kg ground beef 15% fat
1 egg
3/4 cup dry bread crumbs
2 tablespoons
Worcestershire sauce
1/8 Teaspoon cayenne
pepper
2 cloves garlic, minced
For Coca Onion:
2 tablespoons olive oil
4 white onions
1 cup ketchup
1/4 cup Worcestershire
Sauce
2 cup smoked barbecue
sauce
1 cup Coca-Cola
2 tablespoons brown
sugar (loose)
1/2 teaspoon hot sauce
For Fried Beef Bacon

• 3 large eggs
• ½ cup buttermilk
• 1 pound thick sliced beef
bacon
• 3 cups all-purpose flour
• Salt and pepper to taste
For the finish
• Mayonnaise
• Burger bun
• Rocca

Preparation:
For Beef Burger
• In a large bowl, mix the
ground beef, egg, bread
crumbs, Worcestershire
sauce, cayenne pepper,
and garlic using your
hands
• Lightly oil the grill grate.
Grill patties per side, until
well done
For the coca onion
• Chop the onion into slices
and sauté in olive oil over a
medium heat
• Mix all ingredients
together in a saucepan
over medium to low heat.
• Allow to boil for about 5 to
10 minutes until reduced
and thickened.
For the Beef Bacon
• Whisk together the eggs
and buttermilk in a bowl
until smooth. Separate
the bacon strips, and soak
in the milk mixture for 30
minutes
• Whisk together the flour,
salt, and pepper in a
separate bowl. Remove
the bacon from the egg
mixture, and toss with the
flour to coat
• Fry the bacon strips until
golden brown, about 4
minutes. Drain on a paper
towel-lined plate. Once
all of the beef bacon has
cooked

Restaurant Review

Lucca

Alfresco Poolside Brunch at
Royal Maxim Kempinski
Drawing on Tuscan cuisine, with some timehonored family dishes from Sardinian-born,
Chef Giovanni Seu, Friday brunch at Lucca is an
indulgent and memorable celebration of the
best of the Mediterranean.

Type of cuisine: Italian, to a ‘t’.
Signature dishes: Antipasti, pizza, pasta. And the bread is
not to be missed.
Dishes sampled: We ensconced ourselves at a comfortable
table overlooking the pool as soon as we arrived, appetites
primed and ready after having walked past the incredible
display of antipasti and decadent desserts. The serving
staff was eager to help us select our antipasti, and truth be
told, there were very few items that we didn’t have space to
sample.
The Vitello Tonnato was finely sliced, faintly pink and
accented with the traditional accompaniment of tuna,
capers and anchovies. Tender and melt-in-the-mouth, we
could have happily gone back for more. But there were
too many other tastes to explore, so we pressed on with
Octopus salad, Bresaola salad with Parmesan and Ruccola,
cold stuffed tomatoes, onion marmalade, stuffed zucchini
and grilled marinated peppers with anchovies (both recipes
handed down for generations by the family of Sardinianborn chef Giovanni Seu), and an embarrassingly large plate
of assorted bread. That was nearly our downfall; we loved
the focaccia, the onion and pepper rolls, the intriguing
black bread, made with squid ink, little cheese croissants
and freshly baked rolls. We barely had time to catch our
breath before a wooden platter of piping hot pizza landed
before us, to be quickly joined by arancini balls, fragrant
and full of fluffy rice. Both totally authentic, they whisked us
back to Italian holidays from earlier times.

We ventured on to try succulent grilled salmon, grilled
chicken breast, fillet of beef on skewers, juicy grilled shrimp
and perfectly cooked seas bass. Everything looked, smelled
and tasted divine, and we were challenged to find space
for the flavor packed Lasagna and Eggplant Parmigiana
that filled the last spot on an already crowded table. We
took things slowly, savoring every bite, and enjoyed the
atmosphere before approaching the dessert display.
Should we hang our heads in shame? But we had to sample
everything; it would
have been a sin not
to. The prettiest
macarons, the most
mouthwatering
tiramisu, the richest
chocolate ganache
cake, the most
sublime truffles. Ah…
this is what a perfect
brunch should be
about.
Other menu options that appealed: The Friday brunch
offers such a huge array of dishes that it is the ultimate
tasting experience. We would go back in a heartbeat and
do it all over again.

Beverages: Cold and hot beverages and a fully-fledged bar.
Décor and ambience: The restaurant is located on the
ground floor of the hotel overlooking the patio and pool.
On our visit the seating was on the outdoor terrace,
with hot food stations set up to make selection easy.
The antipasti, salads and desserts were in the cool airconditioned interior of the restaurant, artistically displayed
and tempting to the eye. The vibe was lively, with music
pumping out in the background, although maybe a little
too enthusiastically at times for our ears.
Social distancing and hygiene standards: The service
staff and management were in smart uniforms, and wore
matching masks. Very chic, hygienic and it set us at ease.
Tables were well spaced, cutlery was clean and cellophane
wrapped, along with serviettes, and hand sanitizers were
on each table. We felt completely relaxed, so job well done
Lucca!
Clientele mix: Hotel guests, family groups, couples. Both
ex-pats and locals.
Price range: Worth the splurge, with a local beverage
package option available as well.
Brunch opening hours: 1 pm to 7 pm.
Royal Maxim Palace Hotel - Kempinski New Cairo.
02 224 95300 / 0109 711 1151
@kempinskiroyalmaxim
@kempinskiroyalmaxim

Restaurant Review

The Sage
Experience
High-End Dining
Mobile Restaurant
The Sage Experience is an immersive, visceral
dining adventure, one that takes you on an
elegant, quality gastronomic ride. It is a mobile
restaurant concept born out of a fiery passion
for all things steak, and a market demand
to be pampered and served after months of
quarantining; conceived, managed and operated
by partners Amr Barghash and Ahmed Meligy.
The Sage Experience unfolds in an outdoor space in
someone’s private home. An entire set-up is efficiently laid
out shortly before eating time, it entails a mobile kitchen,
dining set up (table and chairs), dinnerware, cutlery,
drinking glasses, and even mood-lighting. Each element
meticulously chosen, each one an integral part of the final
ambience.
In this hassle-free dining experience, the hosts themselves
are guests, and the inside of their house is entirely
undisturbed. On this particular early fall evening, the stars
were aligned, the breeze subtle and the bellies primed.
Self-sufficient in every way, The Sage Experience provides
a set menu, served by a stealth-like staff who are light on
their feet, all ex-employees of high-end F&B outlets, so
you’re in safe hands.

Type of cuisine:
Gourmet steak cuts and
complementing sides.
Signature dishes: The entire
set menu has garnered quite
a reputation.
Dishes sampled: Let’s just
jump to it and say that the
steak offerings on that one
blissful evening were the
best meat sampled by any
of the 14 dining guests who
accompanied us on this truly
exhilarating palate party.
Our evening began with Beef Tartar and Beef Tataki
crostinis, Sage Fries, and Buffalo Mozzarella Salad. Needless
to say, the tender beef starters melted in our mouths and
set the bar really high for the rest of the evening, a bar that
continued to rise as we sampled dish after dish of culinary
perfection.
As the evening went on, the air charged with a nice chillout
beat and the lively chatter of dinner guests, our taste buds
were treated to sliced Beef Tataki that dissolved on our
tongues, cooked medium rare right before our eyes on a
flaming grill, as well as a young Angus Rib Eye cooked rare
and served with Chimichurri sauce, and a powerful sliced
Tomahawk served with the richly flavorful bone on the side.
The Sage Experience will challenge you to step out of
your steak comfort zone and try new cuts and new levels
of doneness you may not have the courage to order at a
restaurant.
Each impeccable cut had a perfectly charred crust and
was a melt-in-your-mouth delight, we relished the natural,
earthy meat flavors released by flame grilling.
Sauces subtly complemented rather than overwhelmed.
Slices of supple tenderloin roast cooked medium also
graced our table, served with a delicate truffle sauce that
once again did not overpower the inherent flavor of the
meat.
A Truffle Pasta made its way on to our plates somewhere
between all the meat perfection, cooked flawlessly al
dente, with that unmistakable deeply earthy, nutty, truffle
aroma. A simple dish with an intense flavor profile.
The meat used: Co-partner, Amr Barghash has long been
a meat aficionado, skilled at sourcing special meat cuts and
perfectly cooking each one in the manner that enhances it
the most. As such, we were treated to the highest quality
cuts found anywhere in Egypt: tenderloins, Argentinian
Angus ribeye, South African young Angus ribeye, and
Tomahawk.
Beverages available: Hosts and guests are welcome to
bring their own beverages or spirits and the waiting staff
will serve.
Décor & ambience: The Sage Experience dining set-up
will put you in a Cote D’Azure frame-of-mind. Think of it
as boho-glam: a wood table big enough
to seat 15 people, white-canvas
director chairs, charming string
of light bulbs, and mixand-match dinnerware
arranged in a pattern.
Social distancing and
hygiene standards:
The waiting staff and
chefs are all wearing
masks and gloves.
Price range: Highend but well worth it
for the amount of meat
you’re being served, the
impeccable cooking skills, and
the prime quality cuts.
Worthy of note: A minimum head-count
of 15 people is required to book, as well as a garden or a
yard. Staff do not require to enter the host’s house to use
the kitchen or any of the host’s serving or dining ware.
0 115 6956555
thesagexperience

Restaurant Review

What the
Crust

A Hidden Gem in Maadi

Serving Authentic
Neapolitan Pizza
Nestled on a quite Maadi side street is true
pizza refuge, What the Crust. Owned by an
enthusiastic married couple, Dareen and Helmy,
who have a deep love for pizza, What the Crust
brings us a real and authentic experience of
Neapolitan pizza without having to travel. With
quality Italian ingredients, trained pizza makers,
a passion for food, and a cozy ambience, What
the Crust is the new place to be.
Type of cuisine: Neapolitan Pizza
Signature dishes: Margherita two ways: with fresh Fior
di Latte, and with Buffalo Mozzarella. Their signature
desserts are Cacao Pizza and the Ricotta con Miele, and we
recommend you leave room for both.
Dishes sampled: To cleanse our palate, the helpful staff
recommended we try the lemon and basil juice. The juice
was fresh and was the perfect balance between the zestiest
of the lemon and aromatic basil. Shortly after, the pizzas
came fresh out of the pizza oven—that was custom made
specifically for What the Crust and traveled all the way from
Italy.
We started with a slice of the Diavola, spicy salami and
fresh basil on a Margherita base, with a chili kick. Then we
devoured the green pizza aptly called, Al Pesto lined with
a base of homemade pesto made with quality pine nuts,
mozzarella di Bufala, and topped with fragrant basil and
Italian sun-dried tomatoes, you won’t help but fall in love.
What the Crust has perfected the Neapolitan-style pizza,
a thin, soft crust topped with simple, basic ingredients,
usually just 3. Rightly so, Dareen learned from the best in
Italy.

Even though we had no room
left for dessert, we couldn’t miss
the house special, the Impasto
Al Cacao. This pizza dolci is made
with house special cocoa dough,
topped with Nutella spread,
cream, and crushed nuts for
texture.
Other menu items that
appealed: The menu seems
concise, but it contains everything
pizza that you would want,
including a dolci section. From
that part of the menu, we will
make sure to save more space for
the pizza with ricotta and honey
as it seems to be a crowd favorite, and the honey drizzle
with sprinkles of pistachios on top smelled divine. You
would think that this is all they serve, but they have another
surprise, they make different flavors of the Levantine
flatbreads. The pizza’s ancestral relative, Levantine
flatbreads, are also made with local Lebanese and Syrian
products to ensure the best and most authentic flavor. So
we will leave this for lunch next time.

Décor & ambience: What the Crust, found a home at a
small and cozy venue in Maadi with a little terrace. As soon
as you walk in, you will find the pizza station with the big
oven and the dough flying around as the pizza experts
prepare the meal. You are shortly put at ease because
the light is soft with plenty of fairy lights hanging across
the space. The décor is pretty simple with two swings as
chairs and a tree in the middle of the venue, adding to the
earthiness of What the Crust. It’s a family business, and it
shows in each pizza that it is crafted with care and love,
then it is served by smiley and friendly waiters or even the
dynamic duo themselves. Chatting with Dareen and Helmy
is one of the highlights of the dining experience at What
the Crust, so be prepared for a scrumptious meal and a
good chat.  
Ezbet Fahmy, El Basatin, Maadi
0100 576 4631
@what_the_crust
www.whatthecrust.com
What the Crust

Crave Recipe

Nothing Like Meat to
Satisfy the Carnivore
Within

For carnivores and meat lovers, this easy recipe can be
prepared by anyone in the family in just 3 steps!
Beef Fillet Three Sauces (pepper, mushroom, and blue
cheese)
Step 1. Beef Marinade
• The day before, or at least a few hours before cooking, put
the fillet into a sealable sandwich bag.
• Pour 2 tablespoons of balsamic vinegar into the bag, then
add 2 heaped teaspoons of French mustard.
• Pick and finely chop 2 sprigs of fresh rosemary, then add
to the bag, along with a good drizzle of extra virgin olive
oil.
• Squeeze the air out of the bag, seal it, then spend a few
minutes really massaging all the flavors into the meat.
Leave in the fridge for at least a few hours, preferably
overnight.
Step 2. Grilling the Steak
• About 1½ hours before you’re ready to cook, remove the
steak from the fridge and place in a cool corner of the
kitchen to slowly come up to room temperature.
• Heat your grill to high, brush the steaks on both sides with
oil and season liberally with salt and pepper.
• Place the steaks and cook until golden brown and
slightly charred for 4 to 5 minutes. Turn the steaks over
and continue to grill 3 to 5 minutes for medium-rare (an
internal temperature of 57oC), 5 to 7 minutes for medium
(an internal temperature of 60oC) or 8 to 10 mins for
medium-well (65oC)
Step 3. Sauce Preparation
Pepper Sauce:
• In the same pan, add a tablespoon of vinegar and simmer
rapidly for 1 minute.
• Add beef broth/stock, and simmer rapidly until it reduces
by half.
• Stir through cream and crushed peppercorns. Serve over
steak!
Mushroom Sauce:
• In the same pan melt a large knob of butter over mediumhigh heat. Add mushrooms and leisurely cook until
golden brown for about 4 to 5 minutes.
• Just before they’re done add a tablespoon of minced
garlic and a pinch of salt and pepper, cook until garlic is
golden.
• Add broth, cream and grated Parmesan. Stir then lower
heat to medium.Stir occasionally and simmer for 2 to 3
minutes until it thickens. Serve over steak!
Blue Cheese Sauce:
• Blend together blue cheese, buttermilk, sour cream, garlic
clove, lemon juice, Worcestershire sauce, pepper, ground
mustard powder, and salt.
• Place in refrigerator for 30 minutes for flavors to blend
• Serve over steak and garnish with additional crumbled
blue cheese!

TRUFFLE SCRAMBLED
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Wellbeing Schedules
THE SCIENCE GYM

Pole fit egypt

reform pilates Studio

Seven eleven fitness
Saturday

Sunday

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

10 am

10 am

7:00 am

Pound

Step & Core

Amr

Ranoush

8:15 pm

8:15 pm

w

Ne

Ladies Only

7:00 pm

Fitness Freak

Marwa

7:00 pm

7:00 pm
Yasmine Kamar

Vilma

7:00 pm

Muscle Madness

TOA

Mercury

Tarek

8:15 pm

8:00 pm

Sara

Bassem Zaki

(Function Area)

8:30 pm

kickboxing

Mohsen

Fattah

11:15 am

Cardio & Tone

Ladies Only

Gigi

Ladies Only

Shape Up

kickboxing

Aliaa

Ranoush

Ladies Only

Ladies Only

Ladies Only

Shahira

8:15 pm

Yoga

Mixed

Yin Yoga

Ladies Only

Sara

Noha

11:15 am

11:15 pm
Ladies Only

Marwa

7:00 pm

Belly Aerobics

Ladies Only

Vilma

Ranoush

11:15 am

Step

Ladies Only

GROUP EXERCISE
FUNCTIONAL TRAINING

Yasmine Kamar

11:15 am

Deep Toning

Strong Nation

Ladies Only

Yasmine Kamar

11:15 am

10 am

TOA

Ladies Only

Ranoush

Ladies Only

Ladies Only

November Schedule

10 am

Ladies Only

Amena

10 am

10 am

Ladies Only

9 am

Mohsen

9:00 pm

Ladies

Step & Tone
Tarek

9:30pm

9:30 pm

9:30pm

Strong Nation

Vinyasa Yoga

Pilates

Fattah

Aya

Peky

For Your Protection, Follow The Instructions

THE ADDRESS COMPOUND
, Gate 2, SHEIKH ZAYED

RESPECT SOCIAL DISTANCING
OF 2 METERS

ALWAYS WIPE
OUT EQUIPMENT
BEFORE AND
AFTER USE

+2010 00 59 77 55

BRINGYOUR
OWN MAT

BRING YOUR
OWN TOWEL

2M

WEAR FACE
MASK AT
ALL TIMES

November 2020
3Sixty Pilates Studio

Lotus wellness center

SAT

SUN

MON

TUES

WED

THURS

11:00 AM
Vinyasa
Maha Shawer

10:30 AM
Sivananda Yoga
Chaymaa
Megahed

7:30 AM
Vinyasa Yoga
Alia Sherif

11:00 AM
Hatha Yoga
Hendouse

7:30 AM
Vinyasa Yoga
Alia Sherif

11:00 AM
Hatha Yoga
(Ladies Only)
Heba Nawwar

6:00 PM
Vinyasa Yoga
Farah Mostafa

11:00 AM
Hatha Yoga
(Ladies Only)
Sally Rageh

7:00 PM
Baptiste Power
Yoga
Yasmine Nasr
8:30 PM
Yin Yoga
Hanaa ElSeoudi

6:00 PM
Vinyasa Yoga
Laila Farouk
7:15 PM
Hatha Yoga
Hanaa ElSeoudi
8:30 PM
Vinyasa Yoga
(Ladies Only)
Farah Mostafa

7:00 PM
Hatha Yoga
(Ladies Only)
Sally Rageh
8:15 PM
Baptiste Power
Yoga
Yasmine Nasr

7:00 PM
Hatha Yoga
(Ladies Only)
Nourhan Samy

7:15 PM
Yin Yoga
(Ladies Only)
Hanaa ElSeoudi

12:00 PM
Hatha Yoga
Hanaa ElSeoudi

8:15 PM
Vikasa Yoga
Nina Kabbany

8:15 PM
Meditation
Lamia Samir
8:30 PM
Hatha Yoga
Farah Zahran

Call us at:+201288547334
Email: info@lotus-holistic.com
Address: 75 Abd El-Moneim Riad, Motamayez District, 6 October

Facebook: @ Lotus6october
Instagram: @ lotus_wellness_center

reform pilates Studio

Vivid Life

Aerial Grace

Osana family wellness

november events
absolute beginners yoga course with reham alaa

this course is designed for the total beginner who would to build a strong foundation with the
correct body alignment and proper yogic breathing (pranayama).
thursdays 5 - 26 november 6 - 7:30pm/ 1800le

mindfulness meditation workshop with injy refaat

in this workshop, students will learn about awareness, and the ability to live
in the present while seated, as well as standing and using gentle movement.
mindfulness training helps us become aware of our thoughts and feelings,
instead of being overwhelmed by them, and to help manage them better.
friday 6 november4:30 - 8:30pm/1000le

yoga therapy for anxiety & stress workshop with layla abaza
during this 2 hour workshop we will work together to create a unique toolkit
of physical, energetic, mental, and spiritual practices that you can integrate
easily into your day-to-day life. you’ll receive compassionate support as you
learn basic yoga postures, breathing exercises, and mindfulness techniques.
friday 13 november 4:30 - 6:30pm/ 350le

osanawellness

no.4 el nady st,
maadi
for full schedule,
core activation & strength workshop with ahmed osman treatment info and booking
osanawellness.com
this is a workshop designed to ignite your inner fire: core strength.
010 1773 3770
this is the vital force that holds one steady in yoga and in life. it
heartandsoul@osanawellness.
helps to balance and support you, and is the point of energy from
com
which each pose extends.
follow us for updates
friday 27 november 4:30 - 7:30pm/750le
osanafamilywellness

yoga families wholefood coffee massage kids acupuncture pilates therapies pregnancy postnatal garden

Pole fit egypt

K&A art center
K&A Art Center Schedule, NOVEMBER 2020
Friday

Saturday

Monday

10 - 12 Real Art

12 - 01 Virtual Art

11 - 01 Real Decoupage

Kids, Age group 4 to 14 y

Kids, Age group 8 to 10 y

Adults

02 - 03 Virtual Art

03 - 04 Virtual Art

Kids, Age group 6 to 8 y

Kids, Age group 8 to 10 y

12 - 02 Real Art

04 - 05 Virtual Fashion

Kids, Age group 4 to 14 y

Kids, Age group 8 to 10 y

02 - 04 Real Art

05 - 07 Real Art

Kids, Age group 4 to 14 y

Adults

06 - 08 Real Art
Kids, Age group 4 to 14 y

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

11 - 01 Real Mosaic

11 - 01 Real Art

11 - 01 Real Art

Adults

Adults

Adults

03 - 04 Virtual Art

03 - 04 Virtual Art

03 - 04 Virtual Art

Kids, Age group 8 to 10 y

Kids, Age group 8 to 10 y

Kids, Age group 8 to 10 y

05 - 07 Real Art
Adults

06 - 08 Real Pottery
Kids, Age group 6 to 14 y

04 - 05 Virtual Fashion

05 - 06 Virtual Art

Kids, Age group 8 to 10 y

Kids, Age group 8 to 10 y

06 - 08 Real Art

05 - 07 Real Art

Kids, Age group 4 to 14 y

Kids, Age group 4 to 14 y

11 - 01 Real Candel
Adults

97, Al Shabab St., Zayed City, Giza. 01111932718, 01147961028

reform pilates Studio

Pole fit egypt

Cairo contemporary dance center

What’s New

The Grocer Food Store came to life in 2020 bringing all
grocery shoppers, foodies, cooking enthusiasts and health
conscious customers a unique & one-of-a-kind shopping
experience. The store presents its customers with the best
of what the local market offers, special imported products’
selection, exclusive gastronomical range, artisanal bakery
& coffee bar, where value for money, premium quality
and most importantly delicious taste are guaranteed. The
Grocer prides itself with its team of talented & renowned
culinary chefs, who brought their expertise and cooking
passion into creating the best authentic culinary delights to
help you eat well & live better.
Shop R7. Capital Promenade, Phase 2. In
Front of Building B9
19393
TheGrocerEG
TheGrocerEG

We are excited to share with you the great news! TAM.
Gallery is now open in EL GOUNA inside the vibrant
Abu Tig Marina. We’re bringing you the best of Egyptian
Contemporary art ALL YEAR ROUND.
EL GOUNA inside the vibrant Abu Tig Marina
0100 077 3860

1981 in England start The Entertainer family, to be now
the largest chain of over 170 Toy Shops, we expanded
internationally in 6 countries and launched finally in Egypt
2018 and today the 10th branch in Dandy Mall open to toys
lovers.,
Offering promotion and best prices all year long with the
best international exclusive brands around all the trendy
toys.
Dandy Mega Mall
0102 220 8126
The Entertainer Egypt
theentertaineregypt

What’s New

By Tati Hafez

Amaretti
New to east Cairo, but
already a sweet staple
in west Cairo, Amaretti
is created and run by
Cordon Bleu graduate
Amie, whose passion
for decadent desserts
comes across in all her
sublime creations. A delicious selection of cakes, tart bites,
brownies, cheesecakes and cookies are baked daily and run
out fast.
Address: Polaris - North 90th Street, 1st Settlement, New
Cairo
Facebook & Instagram: @amaretti_bymai
Rdna Farmer’s Market
Rdna will be hosting a
Farmer’s Market in the sunny
and spacious garden of KMT,
in Maadi, displaying products
by local vendors. Taste
products, check new items
and support the sustainability
of the local economy. The first Farmer’s Market is set to take
place on Saturday, 7th of November.
Address: KMT is located at 73, Street 15, Maadi  
Facebook & Instagram: @rdnastore
Roof Flow – Scape above the city
A peaceful roof-top
outdoor studio offers an
escape from the noise
and frantic pace of citylife. Practice yoga or
participate in a healing
workshop at The Roof
Flow in New Cairo, with a
lot more on its list of offerings. This month, you can partake
in millennial Chinese Tai Chi, which is a combination of
slow-motion martial art and meditation.
Tel: + 201552256192
Facebook & Instagram: @roof.flow
Trimoon
Trimoon is the first, super cool
Egyptian brand specialized
in children’s underwear. The
brand’s characters Moon, Lila
and Tri illustrate the collection
of hipsters, boxers, strappy
vests and shorts and more. A
fun and playful line that you can shop online through the
website.
Address: www.trimoon.org
Tel: 012 05 514128 - 02 2641 1308
Facebook & Instagram: @trimooneg

Upcoming Events

Upcoming Events

The Show opens this week

Cityscape is the largest and most awaited property event in Egypt, created to help home
buyers and investors discover hidden opportunities and offers!
Visiting the show will allow you to browse the widest range of real estate projects, newest
compounds and commercial opportunities in a safe and secure environment.

Get your free ticket to the event at www.cityscapeegypt.com
4–7 November 2020
EIEC | Egypt
Platinum Exhibition Sponsor

Local Media Partner

Gold Exhibition Sponsor

Official TV Partner

Official Real Estate Information
Platform

Local Media Partner

Official Media Sponsor

Official Airlines

Official Media Sponsor

Official Travel Partner

Official English Newspaper

Organized by

Cityscape will be organized in accordance with Informa’s all secure health and safety standards. Informa has developed a detailed set of enhanced measures to
provide the highest level of hygiene and safety at it’s events. Providing everyone with reassurance that they are participating in a safe and controlled environment.

Upcoming Events

Upcoming Events

ADDRESS BOOK
Shakhabeet
Stationery
Facebook: @shakhabeet.
stationery
Tel: 0102 789 1555
Colori Pazzi
Facebook: @Colori.Pazzi
Tel: 0109 923 2326
Schools
Highlands School of Egypt
Address: El Nakheel Street,
14th Neighborhood, Gharb
Somid, 6th of
October City.
Web: www.highlandsschooleg.com
Tel: 02 3838 0257
The International School
of Choueifat – City of 6
October
Web: isc6october.sabis.net
Email: isc6october@sabis.
net
Facebook: @isc6october
Instagram: @isc6october
Tel: 0100 606 9001/2/3
The International School
of Choueifat – Cairo
Web: isccairo.sabis.net
Email: isccairo@sabis.net
Facebook: @isccairo.sabis
Instagram: @isccairo
Tel: 0100 606 9004/5/6
Malvern College Egypt
Web: www.malverncollege.
edu.eg
E-mail: info@
Malverncollege.edu.eg
Facebook: @Malvern
College Egypt.
Tel: 02 2614 4400
Heritage International
School

Address: Al-Yasmine
Greenland, Second Touristic
Village, 6th of October City.
Web: www.
heritageinternationalschool.
com
Email: info@
heritageinternationalschool.
com
Facebook: @Heritage
Canadian International
School Egypt
Tel: 02 3825 3688/9
El Alsson British and
American International
School – NEWGIZA
Web: www.alsson.com
Email: info@alsson.com
Facebook:
@El Alsson School – Official
Page
Tel: 02 3827 0800
Lycée Albert Camus – NEW
GIZA
Web: www.lvng.net
Email: lacng@lvng.net
Facebook: @Lycée Albert
Camus New Giza
Instagram: @lycee_albert_
camus
Tel: 0102 325 8519 - 0106
670 5773
Evolution International
School
Web: www.eisng.lvng.net
Email: eisng@lvng.net
Facebook: @Evolution
International School – New
Giza
Instagram: @evolutionlvng
Tel: 0100 366 6223 - 0100
356 6688
Cairo American College
Web: www.cacegypt.org

Tel: registrar@cacegypt.org
Facebook: @Cairo American
College
Instagram: @cacegypt
Tel: 02 27555507 - 02 2755
5508
Wise International School
Web: www.wiseschools.
edu.eg
Email:
admissions@wiseschools.
edu.eg
Facebook:
@wise international school
of Egypt
Tel: 0102 873 0000 - 0102
871 0000
Men’s Accessories
Azza Fahmy
Web: www.azzafahmy.com
Massimo Dutti
Web: www.massimodutti.
com
Woodwatch
Web: www.woodwatch.com
HUWA
Web: www.huwadesign.
com
Hugo Boss
Web: www.hugoboss.com
Zara
Web: www.zara.com
Casa Cook El Gouna
Web: www.casacook.com/
casa-cook-el-gouna
Zakaria Ghoneim Beauty
Salon
Address: Dandy Mall, Cairo
Alexandria Desert Road
Tel: 0100 224 1111
Facebook: @Zakaria
Ghoneim
Flavor Republic
Facebook: @flavorrepublic
Instagram: @flavor_republic

